You may well have tried our famous inventors add on kit with a toy motor and sent it back. Fear not this is the Formula One of Electric bike Kits. The 200Watt brushless motor revs at 3000rpm through a reduction gear box goes like stink and gets there fast.

**Only 3 main parts to fit:-**

1 / Twist Grip Throttle. 2 / Battery pack 3 / Motor. The rest of the kit is straps and brackets. The kit shown is for a cross bar mans bike, the ladies bike version is no longer available.

The picture shows the old model, the new one has a twist grip throttle with battery level indicator. You will need some cycle maintenance knowledge but it does fit very neatly onto most size 36 spoke wheels from 20" to 28". Small wheels bikes have more power and less speed. Range is 15miles with a top speed on a 26" wheel of 16mph.
!! PLEASE NOTE !!

The kit is not suitable for hub gear boxes !!

You may have to change the gearshift type on the right hand side to accommodate the new twist grip throttle.

ORDERS WILL BE DISPATCHED SAME DAY OF ORDER UP TO 1-00 PM THAT DAY.

CALL 01244-458192 UK or 0034-650-671737 ES

NEW KIT AVAILABLE SOON WITH DOUBLE BATTERY OPTION. KEEP TRYING THIS PAGE, MORE INFORMATION COMING SOON